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With 15 million albums sold, legions of adoring
fans and a spot on Time magazine’s list of the
100 most influential people in the world, Lady
Gaga now faces the question of what comes
next. To find out what her future holds, we look
into her dramatic astrological profile.
continued on page 2
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At the ripe old age of 25, Lady Gaga has

been hailed by Time magazine as one of the
100 most influential people in the world. With
five Grammy awards and an estimated sale of
over 15 million albums behind her, what else
is there left for Lady Gaga to do? By looking at
the stars that have helped shaped her success in
the past, we might be able to get a good idea of
what the future might hold for this international
superstar.
Born Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta, Lady
Gaga is governed by two very powerful signs: Aries
the Ram and the ChineseTiger. Both of these signs
are dedicated go-getters. They set their sights on
a target and remain blinkered to all else. From an
early age, Lady Gaga knew what she wanted to do
and took part in numerous high school musicals. Her
school friends remember her as having “a core of
good friends; she was a good student.
She liked boys a lot, but singing was
Number One.” However, Lady Gaga
recalls that she felt like an outsider at
high school:“I didn’t fit in and I felt like
a freak.”
A sense of superiority

how to think about art, you can teach yourself.”This mentality is the
blessing and the curse of many Tigers for while they wish to succeed
in the public eye, they believe they can only do it alone. This feeling
of isolation will only have added to the Ram’s skittish nature. If a Ram
gets bored, rather than standing back and trying again it will simply
walk away from a project having already formed a new goal in its
mind. Gaga withdrew from the theatre school after two years in
order to pursue her singing career.

E

Bizarre and provocative
Lady Gaga is as well known for her bizarre and provocative outfits
as she is for her abilities as a singer. However, there is more to
it than just making sure she stays firmly in the spotlight. Aries
astrological First House isThe Self. As it suggests,The Self symbolises
how we are seen by others. However, on a psychic level, that
appearance is composed of our experiences, beliefs and feelings.
Lady Gaga’s outfits are a physical manifestation of her psychic
energies. She is daring, intuitive and experiencing a creative high.
Psychic energies like nothing more to be
s o l i t a r y projected and then absorbed. Lady Gaga is
p r o u d tapping into the collective subconscious of
fans and communicating the message
m a g n e t i c her
that they must strive to be what they want
to be, regardless of the obstacles. She is
driving them on to achieve artistic heights
pioneering in whatever way they can. In many ways,
is like a psychic lighthouse - a beacon
f i e r y she
for those who share her energies but don’t
i m p u l s i v e know how to focus them.

This discrepancy is neither part of a
synthesized history or a perception on
Lady Gaga’s part. Rather, she will have
been feeling the claws of the Tiger weighing heavily
However, the future could be potentially dangerous for
upon her. Tigers are solitary by nature and suffer from
Lady Gaga. Her creative and psychic energies are working
an inherent sense of superiority. While Gaga may have
at their optimum level and have been doing so for some
appeared popular to others, she will have been regarding
time. Like Aries’fire, psychic energies can burn out if they are
her circle of friends from a distance and isolating herself
not tempered. For Rams this can mean a search for artificial
on a psychic level. Her perceived popularity is both part
stimulants to simple iy keep the engine running. Lady Gaga
of theTiger’s charm and the Ram’s magnetism. Both signs
has already been in the press for using cocaine, alcohol and
are eminently charismatic. The Tiger draws people to it
other drugs. In order to sustain herself, she should withdraw
through its natural authority. The Ram is a Fire sign and
from centre stage and recharge her psychic batteries.
burns brightly wherever it goes, illuminating the lives of
However, the Tiger within her is drawn to the danger and
those who encounter it. Despite her social position within
thrill of pushing itself to the limits. If she is not careful, the
high school, Lady Gaga will have been very much a loner.
immediate future could be fraught with tales of substance
abuse and poor life choices. In turn, these symptoms of
The Tiger’s self-assuredness came to play a further role in
her subconscious fatigue could bleed into her creative
Gaga’s success, helping her to gain early entry into the New
process and cause her to make some artistically empty
York University’s theatre school. However, she felt isolated
decisions. Lady Gaga’s fire is currently burning bright, but
again, believing herself to be more creatively adept than her
does she have enough psychic reserves to keep it alight
classmates and even some of her teachers. “Once you learn
for the long haul?
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Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
The energy is high
with six planets in
your sign! This is a truly
magnetic combination
of infuences, but how can you make
sense of it all? Mars is a good place to
start, since it rules Aries. Its conjunction
with Jupiter gives breadth, scope
and divine grace to your initiatives.
Whatever you’ve been putting off
until tomorrow, whatever dreams have
seemed out of reach, now is the time
to set the wheels in motion. Mercury
and the Moon are linking the deeper
aspects of your consciousness to your
immediate actions. Just don’t overreact
when someone makes a remark that
doesn’t sit right.
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Taurus

(Apr 20 - May 20)
The time around your
birthday is perfect for
sensual celebration as the
earth enters its natural
phase of growth and renewal. You
personally also crave to be renewed,
but old influences are creating
resistance in areas where you know
change is needed. Don’t worry - all of
this changes around the middle of
the month when Mars, Mercury, and
your ruling planet Venus enter Taurus.
This aligns your spiritual strength and
purpose with the world around you,
allowing those personal changes
to lock into place. Treating yourself
to something special - a wardrobe
upgrade or spa treatment - is a positive
way to get the ball rolling.

HOROSCOPES
Chris Odle

(Sept 23 - Oct 22)

Your partnership zone
is firing on all cylinders
this month, Libra, with
no less than six planets
in that area of your chart. This energy
translates differently, depending on
whether you are single or attached. If
you are seeking, this is a prime month
to find. The right words will sound
especially charming in your ears, and
attraction is likely to be both deep and
sudden. If you are in a partnership,
expect a spike in passion, depth and
honest communication. Healthy
relationships are all about growth,
so explore something new together.
You’ll find it brings you closer than ever
before.
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(May 21 - June 21)
For the symbol-loving
Gemini, age can
sometimes feel like more
than just a number, and as
you prepare to turn another year older,
friends and networks take a central role
in preparing you for a new incarnation
of your ever-charming self.Your house
of socialising is positively buzzing with
strong planetary energies, but the
events and parties you attend must
be in accord with your deeper impulses
of change and personal healing.
Shallow waters are a waste of time this
month, when so many meaningful
opportunities are within reach. Set the
intention to make healthy connections
and shed what no longer serves, and
the stars will go with you.

CAREER LOVE SPIRIT DESTINY

Six planets in fiery Aries give the month a highly energised
aura, while the moon and Mercury harmonise your words
with how you really feel.

Astrologer & Shaman

Libra

Gemini

Call

Scorpio

0800 422 0422

(Oct 23 - Nov 21)

You often like things to be
deep, psychic and sexy,
and those are all traits
you’re famous for. Daily
routine and bodily health may not seem
to fit this description, but nonetheless,
it is an area of life that needs work right
now.The planets are turning attention
toward your everyday habits in order
to create a healthier, more wholesome
Scorpio. Take account of all those little
things, and allow the process of Spring
cleaning to permeate many levels of
your existence. In doing so, you’ll move
into the Summer months feeling clear
and invigorated, not to mention sexier
than ever.
www.StarTemple.com

Sagittarius

for more details

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
When the stars say that
enjoyment is the flavour
of the month, what can
you do but agree and go
along with it? All the firepower is in
your 5th house, including your ruling
planet Jupiter conjunct a potent and
sexy Mars - such a concentrated force
is hard to deny. You are almost certain
to attract attention from not one but
several admirers, and find all kinds of
diversions and amusements.The only
drawback is that you may temporarily
lose sight of your long term goals, or
do something you regret later. Luckily,
Saturn gives a little perspective in your
11th house of friends, influencing you
to keep healthy company.

Cancer

(June 22 - July 22)
Job and career has been
a recent theme, and this
month the lineup of
planets in your career
zone is incredibly strong. It includes
your ruling planet, the moon, in
conjunction with the communicative
planet Mercury. This means nobody
can help you navigate these waters
unless you put your feelings into words.
The effects of an unhappy career can
be severe, and it has to be addressed
sooner or later. Why not now, while
the planets are shedding light on the
situation? If you’ve already been busy
making changes, don’t let up - ride
the wave until it breaks, and don’t let
anybody tell you it can’t be done.

Leo

(July 23 - Aug 22)
What is it you’ve been
putting off, Leo?
Something serious
perhaps, a new kind
of education, or a trip you’ve been
meaning to take? This is a month of
new direction, and in order to really
take advantage, you’ll have to keep
diversion to a minimum. You love to
have fun and this is part of the beauty
of who you are, but shifting course
takes a great deal of energy. Once
your coordinates are set and you’ve
answered the call of finding a new
direction in at least one area of your
life, then you will be able to enjoy the
finer things even more, knowing that
you’ve been faithful to who you are.

Virgo

(Aug 23 - Sep 22)
Synchronicity and
intuition can be scary
to a Virgo, due to your
mental strength and
desire to know how things work. But
subtle energies can also be immensely
satisfying, as they bring surprising and
meaningful connections into everyday
life. Such is the case this month, as your
psychic 8th house lights up under the
influence of six planets, including your
ruling planet Mercury conjunct the
moon. This brings up deep emotions
and hidden partnership issues, so be
prepared for a little drama. Money is
best used sparingly this month as the
stern Saturn continues through your
second house of finance.

Swimming in shallow waters is a waste of time this month,
when so many meaningful opportunities are within reach.

Capricorn

(Dec 22 - Jan 19)
The stars give you an
increased ability to
communicate your
true feelings, and
this is especially true at home.
Communicative Mercury is conjunct
the deeply sensitive moon in your
4th house, and this creates drama as
honesty brings unresolved issues to
light. Allow Venus and Jupiter to calm
you and expand your perspective
when things get heated. Remember
that healing old wounds is not easy
but ultimately for the best. Let your
compassion shine through any
disagreements that arise. In the world
of career, things look auspicious as your
ruling planet Saturn continous to lend
you its strength.

Aquarius

(Jan 20 - Feb 18)
Words grow powerful
this month under the
influence of six planets
in the communication
area of your chart. What’s more, these
planets are in Aries, which makes them
fiery and impulsive. if you’ve been trying
to get someone’s attention, you’ll finally
succeed.Your emotions, ambitions and
insights are all in alignment, so make
good use of it. Financial matters are
less clear under Neptune’s influence, so
go easy on the wallet and keep things
simple. In terms of love, it’s time to
create more openness between your
family and your partnership. Keeping
things hidden only sews the seeds of
future discord.
www.StarTemple.com

Pisces

(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
Last month was highly
intuitive and psychic, and
now the stars ask you to
drastically shift gears.
Money and resources take center stage
as an entourage of planets make their
way through the financial area of your
chart. Even the sensitive and psychic
moon, which rules your sign, is there.
This means that your financial situation
is linked to your wellbeing on many
levels - remember that a rising tide lifts
all boats. The stars are helping you to
bring more abundance and clarity
into your financial picture so that you
can thrive on those deeper levels of
existence which are closer to who you
really are.
5

Are Soul Mates Forever?
To find a true soul mate, first debunk the myths.

Whether we`re consciously aware of it or not, most of us yearn
for a soul mate. But the notion is misrepresented in many films and
books, giving us an unrealistic idea of what a soul mate actually is.
The soul mate is supposed to be a lightning strike - the instant
recognition of someone who will intuitively understand our needs
and wants. Unfortunately, pursuing this version of a soul mate can
only end in disappointment.True soul mates are not a quick-fix to life’s
problems. Nor are they necessarily bound together for eternity.True
soul mates are the result of a great deal of psychic and spiritual work,
with both parties taking on an active role in the relationship.
In searching for a soul mate, most people think of a parallel version
of themselves - someone who likes the same things, thinks the
same thoughts and feels the same feelings. However, in psychic
terms, this sort of relationship is stagnant. After all, if both parties are
more or less the same, what is there to discover? How is it possible
to grow spiritually if you both want the same things? A true soul
mate is not there to simply reflect your personality, but rather to
complement your spiritual self, and the difference between those
two points is vast.

Two spirits that complement one another
Spiritually complementing someone is more difficult than physically
doing so. In complementing someone’s personality, the popular
notion is that you enhance their good points and render their bad
points almost invisible. To spiritually complement another psychic
being, you still enhance their good points, but the real work focuses
on the negative aspects of their spirit. In order to fully complement
another person – physically, mentally and psychically – the negative
aspects of their being must be examined closely and built upon. In
spiritual terms it serves no purpose to rid someone of their negative
qualities, because you are ridding them of an aspect of themselves.
Instead, they must be encouraged to recognise and admit these
qualities in order to gain control over them.

In addition to your soul mate gaining control over aspects of their
psyche, you will also achieve a greater understanding of yourself. In
recognising a problem within another, you are admitting the existence
of that quality within yourself. It is only by completely understanding
another spirit that the two can truly grow together.
Just as lives come to an end, so do soul mates. Upon the death of a
partner, many people deprive themselves of happiness by refusing
to become involved with other people. Rather than an act of loyalty,
this is an act of fear. In order to fully connect with another on a
spiritual level, you have to make your own spirit vulnerable. Allow
others to see it, warts and all. Beginning another psychic adventure
with another partner can be a scary thought, yet spiritual growth
must continue through new relationships.

More than one soul mate
Many people believe that it is possible to have more than one soul
mate, and that true spiritual love should not be confined to just one
partner. In this view, friends, family and even pets can be soul mates,
as they all reflect aspects of yourself. The more psychic bonds we
establish with those around us, the more developed and spiritually
developed we become. It may be that, rather than needing the
spiritual attention of just one person, we become enriched by a
variety of psychic links.
The very notion of a soul mate is misleading, for it relies on the notion
that there is only one perfect person for you on the planet. As we have
seen, focusing all your efforts to find that person may cause you to
miss out on other meaningful relationships throughout your life.
The best way to prepare yourself for a soul mate relationship is to try
and gain as much inner spiritual awareness as possible.This does not
mean eradicating all negativity from your spirit. Instead, it means
accepting all that you are, including your faults, and being aware of
your self-worth. Only by being receptive to our own spirits can we
hope to attune to the spirits of others and find our soul mates.

Looking for your soul mate? Let our psychics guide you.
0800 422 0422
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Free Will vs. Destiny

T

he debate as to whether our destinies are
fixed or whether we truly have free will is one
that has plagued philosophers and spiritual
leaders for centuries. One school of thought believes
that everything we do is predetermined by a higher
force, while the other believes that we choose to
act independently, irrespective of whether a higher
force is involved or not. Are we creatures of destiny
or are we responsible for our own actions? On closer
examination, perhaps the two thoughts are not
mutually exclusive.
The theory that our lives are predetermined is a
frightening one for some people. It suggests that, no
matter what actions we take in our life the conclusion is
already mapped out and inevitable. Rather like driving
along a road in the dark, we can only see as far as our
headlights will allow us but, whatever actions we take
along that road, our fates will never change. For others,
the idea that our paths are already set is a comfort. It
denotes the idea of a higher plan and that we are all
part of a greater purpose – a Grand Plan.

The safety net of destiny
Those who choose to embrace the idea of free will
tend to perceive the notion of destiny as a ‘safety-net’
– a convenient theory that absolves us of any true
responsibility to ourselves and to others. They prefer
to believe that we are in command of our own lives
on a spiritual and physical level and that our ultimate
fates are not part of any cosmic formula.
However, a new school of thought is changing our
perception of both these ideas. First proposed by the
great American scholar Ralph Waldo Emerson, this
theory has found a new lease of life among modern

philosophers. In essence, it challenges the idea that
our earth-bound destiny is an immovable force.
Rather than being a fixed point from which we cannot
turn or deviate, destiny is perceived as a continually
changing, perpetually evolving phenomenon. If we
pursue this theory even further, it then suggests that
we are each able forge our own destinies through the
options available to us through the concept of free will.
Consequently, the two beliefs are intertwined.

Making your own luck
Embracing this concept also gives credence to the
saying that ‘you make your own luck.’ Those who go
through life making choices that are spiritually and
psychically responsible tend to forge a destiny that is
rewarding, although, sometimes, this can be on a level
that can be hard to understand. Bad things still happen
to good people. However, it is how we deal with those
bad times that determine our spiritual completion. In
a greater sense, the idea of destiny is not lost. If we are
continually forging our own destinies through free will
then there can be no such thing as a wasted life. We all
have our own part to play and a life that is cut short or
beset with ill-fortune still resonates through the lives of
those around them at a spiritual and psychic level.
While we may be masters of our own individual destinies,
perhaps there is a greater destiny to be forged. Rather
like a complex being experiencing itself subjectively
on many different levels, the sum of our combined
destinies might be the ultimate destiny after all.

www.StarTemple.com
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Sandy

Star Temple Psychics
PIN 5511

When did you first realise
you were psychic?
I realised that I was psychic when I was around
4 years old, when my Uncle Bobby came to
visit from London. I told him that his return
journey to London on a particular day would
not happen. I had a vision of a goods
train derailed on what is known as
Have you had any memorable Balby Bridge. Well, it came to be, and
experiences reading for a
it took some time to repair the track!
client?
Uncle Bobby was forced to turn back
after two days.
Yes, I am free to name him. His name
is Barry and I told him that he would
What makes a good
own the house next to his, making it into
psychic reading?
one big house. I also told him there was
a blue Rolls Royce that came with the
A good Psychic, in my humble opinion,is
house. Some months later, this proved
someone who can tap into the energy
to be true.
field of another person, forming
Finally, I told him that he would patent
a drug for horses that would even be
able to help some cancers in humans.
He now awaits the bidding for the sale
of this patent!

impressions and pathways of light to
assist the individual’s need to find their
particular path.
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